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PROJECT OVERVIEW
With the release of iOS 14.5, it is now possible to combine

the convenience of App Clips with the immersive experience

of AR. While this technology is very new and not  very

powerful, we saw the opportunity to  create a new, exciting

layer to a simple, but universal product: greeting cards.

We believe that we can make  something that can not only

demonstrate a multitude of visual experiences,  but that can

theoretically be mass produced and easily viewed by anyone

with an Iphone.

GOALS
5-6 Cards

At least one experience that can be personalized to the

user.

App is accessible by non-Apple devices

One unique AR video

Contains purely custom-made assets.

We're able to create layered AR experiences (i.e audio +

visuals). 

Reach Goals



GOALS (CONT.)
3-4 cards

Professional visuals across all cards

Variety of assets, demonstrate a range of functions

Professional quality main app

Includes custom-made assets

Wordpress Website

Create a functional AR experience that can be accessed

via App Clips

Has a pleasing visual style

It has assets

We have at least 2 cards made

We have an app

We have a website

Main Goals

Safety Goals



Timeline
September

9/13 - Soft Deadline for Checkpoint 1
9/14 - Material Review/Rehearsal for
Checkpoint 1
9/16 - Hard Deadline for Checkpoint 1

Checkpoint 1

October 10/3 - Soft Deadline for Checkpoint 2
10/4 - Material Review/Rehearsal for Checkpoint
2
10/5 - Hard Deadline for Checkpoint 2

10/26 - Soft Deadline for Checkpoint 3
10/27- Material Review/ Rehearsal for
Checkpoint 3 (Later at Night)
10/28 - Hard Deadline for Checkpoint 3 

Checkpoint 2

Checkpoint 3 

November 11/6 - Trailer Concept and Shot Plan Due.
Shooting Day(s) need to be scheduled ASAP. 
11/16 - Soft Deadline for Checkpoint 4 
11/17 - Material Review/Rehearsal for
Checkpoint 4 (Later at Night) 
11/18 - Hard Deadline for Checkpoint 4

Checkpoint 4

December 11/25 - Soft Deadline! 
11/29 - Project Trailer needs to be uploaded.
11/30 - Last Minute Review/Checkup. 
12/1 - One Pager + Poster/Website Finished
12/2 - The Big Day. Stage Presentation + Hard
Deadline for Entire Project (by midnight).
12/11 - SLAM!

Final Checkpoint



POTENTIAL
ROADBOCKS

We need to figure out how we make a standardized product capable of having a

personalized message (i.e. a unique recording on a reprinted card).

A greeting card project inherently demands that we offer a variety of options.

How many different experiences can we possibly make in the time frame we’ve

been given?

We need to make sure that the marker we use on the cards is at least

consistently readable by a scanner. This may require us to limit the amount of

art on a card. 

We will also need to consider what assets we can possibly show while abiding

by a 10mb limit.

We’re limited to one code-adept person. We need to be able to keep the

workload reasonable for him, and, if necessary, find ways that we can

contribute to some of the coding. 

None of us are used to working with Swift or AR-related programs.

OVERCOMING THESE
CHALLENGES

Around Checkpoint three, we’ll finalize at least two whole app clips. This will tell

us if we can manage more before the final deadline.

We'll work to keep the code away from dense design elements by either putting

it inside the card or a fairly isolated spot on

Since we have such a limited number of people on our team, we will make sure

to keep in frequent communication with one another so we can better support

one another.

We'll learn Swift and RealityKit 5 for this project.

We’ll also learn Reality Composer and Blender to create new assets for this

project.



DELIVERABLES
Checkpoint 1: 9/16 

 Presentation (Everybody has to present, but the design will be handled by

Melissa/Lizzie)

 Alpha (Jeff/Melissa)

 Exploratory Research (Colin/Lizzie)

 Project Plan (Colin/Jeff)

 PR/ FAQs (Lizzie/Colin/Melissa)

Checkpoint 2: 10/5

 Presentation (Colin)

 User Research (Lizzie/Jeff)

 Beta (Jeff)

 UX Map (Colin/Melissa)

Complete Peer Evaluation 1 (all of us).

Checkpoint 3: 10/28

 Presentation (Colin)

 1.0 (Jeff)

 Visual design document (Lizzie)

 Website beta (Colin/Melissa)

Complete Peer Evaluation 2 (all of us).

Checkpoint 4: 11/18 

 Stage presentation beta (Colin/Jeff)

 1.1 (Jeff)

 Launch/handoff/ social deliverables (Lizzie/Melissa) 

Complete Resume (all of us)

Final Deliverables: 12/2

 Operational Project (Jeff/Melissa)

 One Pager + Poster (Lizzie)

 Project Trailer - (Colin)

 Project Website (Melissa)

 Stage Presentation (Colin)

 Booth Presentation (all of us)

 Final Peer Evaluation (all of us)


